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2002-01-01 Kathryn Bridge In 1924 Phyllis
(Phyl) Munday did what no other woman had
done before - reached the summit of Mt.
Robson. She climbed close to 100 mountains in
her lifetime, many of those first ascents. She
honed her outdoor skills as a Girl Guide leader
and remained active in Guides throughout her
life. During the 1920s and 1930s, Phyl and her
partner Don Munday pioneered exploration into
the heart of the Coast Mountains.

2013-02-05 Andrew Hempstead Andrew
Hempstead knows the best way to experience
New Zealand, from kayaking through the Bay of
Island to skiing in the Southern Alps. In this
information-packed guide, Hempstead provides
a variety of trip ideas to help travelers organize
their itineraries, including Maori Culture and
History and Tramping Through New Zealand.
Complete with details on enjoying the land with
children, fine-dining in Auckland, and rafting
near Queenstown, Moon New Zealand gives
travelers the tools they need to create a more
personal and memorable experience.

2012-12-01 Chic Scott This new edition of
Summits & Icefields 2: Alpine Ski Tours in the
Columbia Mountains continues RMB’s tradition
of offering snow enthusiasts updated editions of
our bestselling guidebooks. Researched and
written by legendary alpinist Chic Scott, with
the assistance of certified mountain guide Mark
Klassen, this guidebook—along with its
companion volume Summits & Icefields 1:
Alpine Ski Tours in the Canadian Rockies
(RMB, 2011)—will continue to be the bibles for
ski mountaineers looking to experience the
winter grandeur of western Canada’s mountain
ranges. Completely revised and updated, this
new edition will feature both classic and new
tours, along with information on a variety of
locations that has either been greatly expanded
or freshly redone, including the ever-popular
sections on Rogers Pass and the Bugaboos to
Rogers Pass Traverse. With stunning, full-
colour photos throughout and featuring
digitally shaded maps prepared from satellite
imagery, these new editions will set a unique
standard for ski guidebooks in North America.

2006-11

2014-03-15 Erin Kirkland Alaska is a wonderful
place to visit with children. From coastal
communities to far-northern tundra, exploring
the forty-ninth state has never been more
accessible, provided parents are equipped with
the right tools. Author Erin Kirkland details
how to explore nearly every corner of our
nation s largest state. Enjoy insider advice for
fabulous kid-friendly destinations and
attractions, trip planning to maximize time and
budget, and interesting facts about Alaska s
unique landscape and people. An honest, four-
season representation of Alaska, this book
provides readers with a practical guide to
indoor and outdoor experiences that teach,
engage, and delight kids of all ages and stages.
Fresh, witty, and fun to read," Alaska On the
Go: Exploring the 49th State with Children" is
the only family travel guide written by an
Alaska-resident journalist who also happens to
be the mom of two boys."

2021-12-07 JJ Eggers A lushly photographed
and detailed inspirational gift book featuring
over 80 spectacular cabins around the world,
all available to rent.

2006 Kathryn Bridge Don and Phyllis Munday
are western Canada's most famous
mountaineering couple. Active members of the
Alpine Club of Canada, they climbed for almost
four decades throughout the Pacific Northwest,
as well as in the Selkirks and the Rocky
Mountains. The Mundays were ahead of their
time. They are chiefly renowned for their
tenacity and environmental awareness, as well
as for their scientific contributions in exploring
and documenting the little-known Coast
Mountains. Their joint climbs from the 1920s
through the 1940s included scaling 150-plus
mountains; more than 40 were first ascents. A
Passion for Mountains features a broad
selection of the Mundays' photographs and
incorporates their own words to describe many
of their ascents.

1894 Knights of Pythias. Supreme Lodge.
Convention

1996-05

2008 The Friars Accommodation Guide quickly
established a reputation as a beautiful
handbook of top-class accommodation
throughout New Zealand, complete with full
colour photographs of the venues and
descriptive text of special features and
amenities. Now in their 14th year of
publication, the Friars Guide continues to offer
the discerning traveller reliable information on
the best places to stay in New Zealand.
Featuring top of the range bed and breakfast
and self-contained accommodation, along with
the best accommodation offering fine dining,
this guide is the definitive reference to top New
Zealand accommodation.

2022-06-29 Gyan P. Nyaupane This book
examines the unique characteristics of the
Himalaya that mark them as a special region
among other orographic regions of the world.
The Himalayan range is an important global
asset for ecological, climatic, cultural, spiritual,
and economic reasons. Its diversity of
landscapes, climates, and biotic systems makes
the Himalaya an extremely attractive region for
tourism. The book examines tourism and
development in the Himalaya region, exploring
its sociocultural, environmental, and economic
dimensions. The contributors address
Himalayan issues from a holistic perspective,
emphasizing the uniqueness of the region,
together with concerns it shares with other
montane, developing parts of the world. With a
framework of sustainable development, this
book elucidates interdisciplinary perspectives
on nature, society, economic development,
poverty, justice, health, social and
environmental vulnerability, faith and culture,
Indigenous rights, women, conflict, heritage
and living culture, and many other concepts
that broaden our understanding of tourism and
development in mountain areas. Many
contributors are from the Himalaya region, or
have worked there extensively, lending
strength through native and insider
perspectives. This work will be useful for

advanced undergraduate and graduate
students, research and teaching scholars,
policy makers, practitioners, and anyone
interested in the Himalaya and their distinctive
tourism and development-related potential and
challenges.

2014-10-14 Jeremy K. Davis Some of the
northern Adirondacks' most beloved ski areas
have sadly not survived the test of time despite
the pristine powder found from the High Peaks
to the St. Lawrence. Even after hosting the
Winter Olympics twice, Lake Placid hides
fourteen abandoned ski areas. In the Whiteface
area, the once-prosperous resort Paleface, or
Bassett Mountain, succumbed after a series of
bad winters. Juniper Hills was "the biggest little
hill in the North Country" and welcomed
families in the Northern Tier for more than
fifteen years. Big Tupper in Tupper Lake and
Otis Mountain in Elizabethtown defied the odds
and were lovingly restored in recent years.
Jeremy Davis of the New England/Northeast
Lost Ski Areas Project rediscovers these lost
trails and shares beloved memories of the
people who skied on them.

2019-10-15 Meredith Erickson A lushly
photographed cookbook and travelogue
showcasing the regional cuisines of the Alps,
including 80 recipes for the elegant, rustic
dishes served in the chalets and mountain huts
situated among the alpine peaks of Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, and France. “A passionate
exploration of all things Alpine . . . this one is a
must-have for every ski bum foodie.”—Vogue
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW From the wintry peaks of Chamonix
and the picturesque trails of Gstaad to the
remote villages of the Gastein Valley, the alpine
regions of Europe are all-season wonderlands
that offer outdoor adventure alongside hearty
cuisine and intriguing characters. In Alpine
Cooking, food writer Meredith Erickson travels
through the region--by car, on foot, and via
funicular--collecting the recipes and stories of
the legendary stubes, chalets, and refugios. On
the menu is an eclectic mix of mountain dishes:
radicchio and speck dumplings, fondue brioche,
the best schnitzel recipe, Bombardinos,
warming soups, wine cave fonduta, a
Chartreuse soufflé, and a host of decadent
strudels and confections (Salzburger Nockerl,
anyone?) served with a bottle of Riesling
plucked from the snow bank beside your dining
table. Organized by country and including
logistical tips, detailed maps, the alpine address
book, and narrative interludes discussing alpine
art and wine, the Tour de France, high-altitude
railways, grand European hotels, and other
essential topics, this gorgeous and
spectacularly photographed cookbook is a
romantic ode to life in the mountains for food
lovers, travelers, skiers, hikers, and anyone
who feels the pull of the peaks. Praise for
Alpine Cooking “This generous cookbook and
travelogue will have readers booking trips to
the Alps of Italy, France, Austria, and
Switzerland. . . . Erickson beautifully captures
Alpine food and culture in this standout
volume.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

2002 Joyce Gellhorn Celebrating her life-long
love for the land above the trees, author Joyce
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Gellhorn takes readers on a season-by-season
tour of the alpine tundra. With clear, readable
prose and 140 beautiful color photographs
(from her collection that spans some twenty-
five years), Gellhorn reveals the subtle wonders
of this haunting landscape. The plants and
animals that populate this often harsh and
unforgiving environment have evolved
remarkable strategies for survival in their high
mountain home. Faced with bitter cold,
scouring winds and fierce storms, they must
somehow hold on and still find water and
nourishment. Gellhorn tells us how they do it,
and the intricacies and precariousness of these
strategies are astonishing.The high country of
the Colorado Rocky Mountains has been a
destination and a home for Joyce Gellhorn for
more than fifty years, including some twelve
years spent living with her family at the
University of Colorado's research station,
Science Lodge -- a log cabin at 9,500 feet. Like
the snow that would sift through the chinks in
the cabin, the alpine, despite its harshness,
captured her heart.She writes: The clear
mountain air, the scenery, the invigorating
feeling of physical activity, and the fascinating
plants, animals, and insects captivated me.
Through the years, these wind-blown forlorn
places continue to excite me. It is their wildness
-- untamed and unpredictable. No matter how
many times I visit the alpine, even areas I know
intimately, it always shows a different face.

1996

2015-09-01 Rough Guides The Rough Guide to
New Zealand is the ultimate guide to this most
beautiful of countries. Packed with detailed
accounts, crystal-clear maps and stunning full-
colour photographs, this new edition brings
New Zealand's myriad attractions to life, from
the North Island's white-sand beaches and
kauri trees to the brooding fiords and penguin
colonies of the south. There's insightful
coverage on the country's iconic landmarks
right through to secluded hot pools and how to
pick the best cafés in Wellington, plus expert
guidance on everything from Maori culture to
multi-day hikes. Author picks and insider tips
give you the scoop on the best accommodation
for every budget, how to track down
Marlborough's tastiest Sauvignon Blancs and
where the most delectable Maori hangi can be
found.

2003 Chic Scott This guide to alpine ski touring
in the Columbia mountains features popular ski
ascents, glacier tours, and commercial lodges.
It also includes the basic information needed
before heading out, including that of snow
conditions, weather, regulations, and required
equipment and clothing.

2011-09-01 Emma Boyle "Great drives, endless
beaches, outback adventures"--Cover.

2019-04-05 Stylesyndikat Guest Books
Mountain Guest Book For Vacation Home,
Rental Cabin Guest House Visitors, B&B
Holiday - Lined Pages To Write In / Sign In 8.5"
x 8.5" inch size (21,59 cm x 21,59 cm) 110
pages with lines for names and notes Glossy
soft cover Beautiful multi-purpose sign-in book
guest book. Perfect for your guest house
visitors. For B&B rental, lodge guest houses,

hostel, rental cabin vacations / holidays.
Awesome alpine mountain lake landscape
picture and deer illustration handlettering.
Clicking our brand name you find a selection of
stylish lodge guest books. Searching
STYLESYNDIKAT you find a selection of pretty
planners, calendars, blank recipe books, meal
planners, school supplies and creative art
graphic design notebooks and journals. Thank
you for your visit.

2024-04-02 Ann Marie Brown Pack a lunch,
lace up your boots, and head out to discover the
rugged coastline, towering redwoods and best
hiking trails in NorCal with Moon Northern
California Hiking. Inside you'll find: Diverse
Hiking Options: Whether you plan to take
leisurely seaside walks or challenging journeys
around the Sierras, enjoy outdoor getaways
ranging from easy day hikes to multi-day
backpacking trips Find Your Hike: Looking for
something specific? Choose from strategic lists
of the best hikes for breathtaking waterfalls,
spring wildflowers, or hiking with your dog,
plus a breakdown of the best hikes by season
The Top Outdoor Experiences: Wander the
terraces of the Ecological Staircase in
Mendocino, hike up granite domes and through
the high meadows of Yosemite. Hear the waves
crash as you walk to a majestic tide fall in Point
Reyes National Seashore. Conquer the summit
of Lassen Peak, roam through vineyard-covered
hills in Napa and Sonoma or look out upon Lake
Tahoe's crystal waters. Nearby Fun: Relax post-
hike at a local brewery, savor a plate of fresh
oysters or stargaze before bed at a nearby
campground Essential Planning Details: Each
hike is described in detail and marked with
round-trip distance and hiking time, difficulty,
terrain type, elevation gain, and access points
Maps and Directions: Find easy-to-use maps,
driving directions to each trailhead, and details
on where to park Expert Advice: Longtime
hikers Ann Marie Brown and Felicia Kemp
shares their local secrets, unique tips, and
honest opinions of each trail Tips and Tools:
Advice on gear, first aid, and camping permits,
plus background information on climate,
landscape, and wildlife Whether you're a
veteran or a first-time hiker, Moon's
comprehensive coverage and local expertise
will have you gearing up for your next
adventure. About Moon Travel Guides: Moon
was founded in 1973 to empower independent,
active, and conscious travel. We prioritize local
businesses, outdoor recreation, and traveling
strategically and sustainably. Moon Travel
Guides are written by local, expert authors with
great stories to tell—and they can't wait to
share their favorite places with you. Hitting the
road? Check out Moon Northern California
Road Trips!

2019-10-07 Eddy Starr Ancinas Nestled amidst
California's High Sierra peaks, two valleys have
captured the imaginations of skiers and
mountain explorers year after year. In this
account, local author and longtime skier Eddy
Starr Ancinas shares the histories of Squaw
Valley and Alpine Meadows as they've never
been told before, including the stories of John
Reily, Wayne Poulsen and Alex Cushing, the
visionaries whose dreams and determination
forever transformed North Lake Tahoe. Squaw
made a name for itself on the world stage

thanks to its surprise nomination as host of the
1960 Winter Olympics. Meanwhile, just one
mountain apart, Alpine was built with the
support of local skiers and Bay Area families.
Today, a new chapter unfolds as the distinct
philosophies behind Squaw and Alpine unite
under common ownership.

1991

1894 Knights of Pythias. Supreme Lodge

2002-11

2012-10-18 Catherine Le Nevez The Rough
Guide Snapshot to Marlborough and Nelson is
the ultimate travel guide to this alluring part of
New Zealand. It guides you through the region
with reliable information and detailed coverage
of all the sights and attractions, from the
Marlborough wine country to Abel Tasman
National Park and Kaikoura to Farewell Spit.
Comprehensive maps and up-to-date listings
pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels,
shops, bars and vineyards, ensuring you have
the best trip possible, whether you're passing
through or are on a longer trip. Also included is
the Basics section from the Rough Guide to
New Zealand, with all the practical information
you need for travelling in and around
Marlborough and Nelson, including transport,
food, drink, costs and health. Also published as
part of the Rough Guide to New Zealand. Full
coverage: Queen Charlotte Track, Nelson, Abel
Tasman National Park, Heaphy Track,
Marlborough Wine Country, Kaikoura
(Equivalent printed page extent 106 pages).

1958

2012-09-03 Catherine Le Nevez The new Rough
Guide to New Zealand is the definitive guide to
the world's adventure capital. Now in full-
colour throughout, it contains dozens of
tempting colour photos illustrating the
country's iconic landmarks and its stupendously
diverse scenery. Detailed accounts of every
attraction along with crystal-clear maps and
plans will show you the very best New Zealand
has to offer: from white-sand beaches and vast
kauri trees in the north to the hairline fiords
and penguin colonies in the south. With expert
guidance you won't put a foot wrong when
experiencing Maori culture or simply striking
out on multi-day hikes. At every point this guide
steers you to little-known sights such as
secluded hot pools or Wellington's best cafés.
Insider tips, planning itineraries and author
picks give you the inside scoop on the best
accommodation across every price range, how
to track down Marlborough's tastiest Sauvignon
blancs and where the most delectable Maori
hangi can be found. Make the most of your time
with The Rough Guide to New Zealand. Now
available in ePub format.

1992-02

1867 Freemasons. Grand Lodge of New Jersey

2012-08-02 The Rough Guide to Australia is
your indispensable guide to one of the most
unmissable countries on earth. Packed with
practical information on once-in-a-lifetime
experiences in Oz, from sunrise walks around
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Uluru to viewing Kangaroo Island's wild seals,
sea lions, kangaroos and koalas; bush-camping
safaris in UNESCO World Heritage-listed
Kakadu National Park to exhilarating helicopter
flights down the dramatic gorges of Aboriginal-
owned Nitmiluk National Park - not forgetting

the stunning harbour side bars and restaurants
of Sydney. Written by a team of widely-
travelled, dedicated authors, this Rough Guide
will help you to discover the best hotels,
restaurants, cafes, shops and festivals around

Australia, whatever your budget. Plus, you'll
find expert background on Australia's history,
wildlife, cinema and fascinating aboriginal
culture and the clearest maps of any guide.
Make the most of your trip with The Rough
Guide to Australia.
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